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Charged 

Lepton Flavor Violation
• Charged LFV is forbidden by the SM*.

• Neutrinos always accompany lepton flavor changes.

• If neutrino masses are included in the SM,

⌧� 6! µ+µ�µ�

µ� ! e�⌫̄e⌫µ + e+e� BR = 0.0034%

*with massless neutrinosµ+ 6! e+�e.g.,

µ� ! e�⌫̄e⌫µ(�) BR = 100% -  0.0034%e.g.,
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Low Energy Observables 
…as a guide to collider observables

Observable Limit Future
µ+ ! e+� 5.7⇥ 10�13 10�13 MEG [6]
⌧+ ! e+� 3.3⇥ 10�8 2.3⇥ 10�9 SuperB [9]
⌧+ ! µ+� 4.4⇥ 10�8 3⇥ 10�9 Belle II [8], 1.8⇥ 10�9 [9]
µ ! eee 1.0⇥ 10�12 10�15 MUSIC [10], 10�16 Mu3e [11]
⌧ ! eee 2.7⇥ 10�8 2⇥ 10�10 [9]
⌧ ! µµµ 2.1⇥ 10�8 1⇥ 10�9 [8], 2⇥ 10�10 [9]
µ� SiC ! e� SiC none 10�14 DeeMe
µ� Al ! e� Al none 10�16 COMET [13], Mu2e [14]
µ� Ti ! e� Ti 4.3⇥ 10�12 10�18 PRISM/PRIME [15]

Table 1: Rates calculated by SuperLFV . Current experimental limits are listed at the 90%
confidence level [7].

observed and a prediction that µ ! e� may be observable with current technology. LFV decays
for this particular model was first calculated in ref. [4] and comprehensively calculated in ref. [5].
The MEG experiment is a dedicated µ+ ! e+� experiment and has been acquiring data since
2009 [6]. Thus far, the null result of MEG has provided a 90% confidence level upper limit on
the µ+ ! e+� branching ratio of 5.7⇥ 10�13. Consider the flavor violation to be manifested in
a 1-loop diagram with a chargino and sneutrino with a mass-insertion (m2

˜L
)
12

. Then using an
estimate from naive dimensional analysis
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the MEG result implies that the o↵-diagonal entry (m2

˜L
)
12

of the left-handed slepton mass matrix
should not be larger than roughly 0.06% of the slepton masses. Here, mS is the typical sparticle
mass, assumed to be 150 GeV to accommodate an MSSM interpretation of the muon anomalous
magnetic moment measurement. This stringent constraint highlights the need for tools to rapidly
calculate LFV observables.

MEG’s µ ! e� search is just one of many near future and potential experiments. ⌧ ! e�
and ⌧ ! µ� will be probed at the LHC and future B-factories [8, 9] . At minimum, these
experiments should probe another order of magnitude in the various branching ratios; see Table
1. Additionally, there are two other classes of LFV experiments — namely, the ei ! 3ej and
µ�N ! e�N processes. The MUSIC project is a high-intensity muon source currently being
constructed at Osaka University (Japan) and has proposed to extend the µ ! 3e reach by 3
orders of magnitude [10]. Also, the PSI (Switzerland) may upgrade its existing muon source that
provides 108 muons/sec to 109 muons/sec. If so, the proposed µ3e experiment may improve the
µ ! 3e reach by 4 orders [11]. The tau variants, ⌧ ! 3e and ⌧ ! 3µ will also be further probed
by the LHC and future B-factories.

Another class of LFV experiments is the search for neutrinoless decays of ground state muonic
atoms, referred to as µ � e conversion in atomic nuclei (“muon conversion,” for brevity). By
expectations from the SM, when the muon decays, either a W� boson is emitted outwards
producing ordinary three-body muon decay or the W� is captured by the nucleus, lowering
the proton count by one (“muon capture”). Muon conversion seeks neutrinoless muon decay,
with a free electron emitted. Coherent muon conversion refers to interactions that involve all
nucleons, hence the amplitude scales with the number of nucleons. Coherent muon conversion
requires an unexcited nucleus in the final state. There are four potential future muon conversion
experiments, DeeMe, COMET, Mu2e, and PRISM/PRIME [12, 14, 13, 15]. Each target atom
provides a unique observable, as interactions vary for di↵erent nuclei.

SuperLFV calculates the amplitudes of observables listed in Table 1 at one-loop level. SuperLFV
accepts an SLHA spectrum file, which contains the couplings and mass parameters of the MSSM
sparticles, and outputs the LFV rates. While this functionality is also included in related tools,
SPheno[16], SuSeFLAV [17], and partially by SUSY FLAVOR [18], those tools currently do not accept
externally generated SLHA spectrum files. SuperLFV is intended to be universal in the sense
that it may be used with any tool that generates a SLHA spectrum file.
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Possible 4-fermion operators (10):
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Why an e-e- collider?
Complimentary observables: 

(unpolarized spins)

�(⌧� ! e+e�e�) =
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Coupling Limits

cXX (GeV)

c X
Y (

G
eV

)

ruled out

allowed

BR(⌧ ! 3e) < 2.7⇥ 10�8

�(e+e� ! ⌧�e+) < 9.2 fb at
p
s = 10.58GeV

For O(1) couplings, τ → 3e has probed beyond 10 TeV physics.	


What can a linear collider do?



Signal and Background
…at an e+e- collider

signal

background

Ecm (GeV)

σ 
(a

b)

e+e� ! ⌧+e� (cXX = cXY = 13 TeV)Signal:	

Background: e+e� ! ⌧+e�⌫⌧ ⌫̄e (ET < 1 GeV)



Signal and Background
…at an e-e- collider

Signal:	

Background:

e�e� ! ⌧�e�

e�e� ! ⌧�e�⌫̄⌧⌫e

(cXX = cXY = 13 TeV)

signal

background

Ecm (GeV)

σ 
(a

b)

(ET < 1 GeV)



Summary
• Observable charged LFV is unambiguously BSM physics.	


• In an EFT with 4-fermion contact operators as the dominant LFV 
mechanism,	


τ → 3e 
e+e– → τe 
e–e– → τ–e–	


are complementary observables.	


• e+e– → τe is observable at the ILC.	


• e–e– → τ–e– is observable at an e–e– collider or ILC option.	


• These observables probe over 10 TeV physics with O(1) couplings 
at a LC.


